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Characterization of Protein Molecules Prepared by Total
Chemical Synthesis
Stephen B. H. Kent

Department of Chemistry, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA

“Nevertheless, the chemical enigma of Life will not be solved until organic chem-
istry has mastered another, even more difficult subject, the proteins, in the same
way as it has mastered the carbohydrates.”

Source: Emil Fischer (Nobel Lecture 1902)

1.1 Introduction

Proteins are the “natural prodicts” of the twenty-first century. Protein molecules are
ubiquitous in the biological world, with numerous diverse functions that range from
acting as structural materials such as the keratins, to integral membrane proteins
that serve as ion channels or as active molecular transporters in cells, to proteins
that act as hormonal messengers in higher animal species, and to proteins that reg-
ulate gene expression [1]. The most important function of protein molecules is as
enzymes, the potent and specific catalysts of the chemical reactions of biological
metabolism, without which life would be impossible [2]. Thanks to modern DNA
sequencing methods applied to genome [3] and metagenome [4] sequencing, vast
numbers of proteins are being discovered at the nucleic acid level as open reading
frames that code for a protein’s polypeptide chain.

The central dogma of protein science is that the amino acid sequence of the
polypeptide chain encodes the folded structure of the protein molecule in its natural
environment, and that it is the folded structure of the protein molecule that gives
rise to its biological function(s) [5]. Proteins range in mass from less than 5 kDa to
more than 100 kDa. The median size of globular protein molecules is ∼35–45 kDa,
comprising a polypeptide chain of ∼300–400 amino acid residues. Proteins are
typically made up of two or more domains, autonomous units of folding, each of
∼120–160 amino acid residues [6].

Protein molecules are not simply really big peptides. In its native environment,
each globular protein molecule has a defined folded structure that gives rise to the
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functional properties of that protein, including biochemical and biological activities.
Synthetic proteins are organic molecules of high molecular mass, comprised of lin-
ear polypeptide chains (typically of 50–300 or more amino acid residues) that fold
to form complex, dynamic structures. The large size of proteins together with the
intricacy of their covalent and folded structures creates special challenges in the
characterization of these synthetic molecules. For this reason, it is important for
researchers to rigorously characterize protein molecules prepared by total chemi-
cal synthesis to meet standards similar to those used in synthetic organic chemistry.
Analytical methods and criteria for the rigorous characterization of synthetic pro-
teins have recently been enunciated [7].

1.2 Chemical Protein Synthesis

“The chemical ligation approach . . . . breaks the conceptual shackles imposed
by the peptide bond, frees us from the linear paradigm of the genetic code, and
opens the world of proteins to the entire repertoire of chemistry.”

Stephen Kent (23rd European Peptide Symposium 1994)

Chemistry, enabled by total synthesis, has an essential role to play in developing a
fundamental understanding of the principles that give rise to the structures and bio-
logical functions of protein molecules. Thanks to modern chemical ligation methods
[8–10], the total synthesis of protein molecules in the research laboratory is both
practical and increasingly robust.

Characterization of a protein prepared by total chemical synthesis should begin
with the synthetic process itself. Analytical control of the bond-forming steps, purifi-
cation and analysis of each synthetic intermediate, and folding of the full-length
synthetic polypeptide chain to form a defined tertiary structure are integral to ver-
ifying the structure of the final synthetic protein product. The steps involved in a
typical total chemical synthesis of a protein molecule are listed below. Key aspects
pertinent to characterization of the synthetic protein are in bold:

● Establish a verified amino acid sequence of the polypeptide chain of the
target protein molecule.
⚬ Use a database such as UniProt (www.uniprot.org); include posttranslational

processing where that is known to give the mature protein molecule.
⚬ Resolving data base/literature ambiguities in the reported amino acid sequence

of a protein can be problematic. It is easy to make a mistake and to end up mak-
ing an incorrect target sequence.

● Design a (convergent) synthesis of the protein’s polypeptide chain, starting
from peptide segments containing fewer than 40–50 amino acid residues
(Scheme 1.1).

● Stepwise solid-phase synthesis (SPPS) of peptide segments equipped with suitable
functionalities for chemical ligation.

● Boc chemistry [11] or Fmoc chemistry SPPS [12], with documentation of the
amino acid sequence actually made.
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Scheme 1.1 Convergent chemical synthesis of a protein molecule from four synthetic
peptide segments prepared by stepwise SPPS. Key: NCL, native chemical ligation; KCL,
kinetically controlled ligation; Thz-Cys, conversion of N-terminal thiazolidine-CO– to Cys–.
Source: Adapted from Durek et al. [11].

⚬ Purification by preparative high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
which should be performed under displacement mode [13].

⚬ Combined fractions should be checked by a high resolution technique based
on a separation principle distinct from that used in the purification,
such as capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF) [14]. Because HPLC is used for
the purification of the synthetic peptide segment, it is NOT sufficient to use
analytical HPLC or LCMS run under similar chromatographic conditions to
verify its homogeneity.

⚬ Direct infusion electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) for check-
ing purified peptide segments for impurities that have different masses.
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⚬ Confirmation of the covalent structure of each synthetic peptide seg-
ment.

● Precise mass measurement
– from analytical LCMS, the mass spectrometric data must be collected across

the entire UV absorbing peak corresponding to the purified peptide.
– a correct mass is a necessary but not sufficient analytical criterion.

● Amino acid sequence
– by MALDI-TOF MS ‘ladder sequencing’ [15] of terminated byproducts that are

invariably present at low-levels in crude synthetic peptides made by SPPS.
– by MS-MS of the purified peptide. This process is rendered more straight-

forward because the target sequence of the peptide segment is known.
● Convergent covalent condensation of the peptide segments

⚬ Chemical conversion of cryptic functional groups to the reactive form suitable
for chemical ligation (e.g. Thz–peptide to Cys–peptide; [16] peptide–CONHNH2
to peptide–thioester [17]).

⚬ Native chemical ligation (NCL); [18] pH 7.0; aqueous 6 M Gu.HCL as a
near-universal solvent; ambient temperature; arylthiol catalyst [19].

● Analytical control of synthetic steps
⚬ “Hands-on” real-time analytical LCMS during ligation reactions is an essential

tool for following the course of each bond-forming step.
● Purification and characterization of each intermediate product

⚬ Using the same protocols as those used for the synthetic peptide segments.
● Purification to homogeneity and rigorous characterization of the

full-length synthetic polypeptide chain.
⚬ Purification by preparative HPLC, which should be performed under displace-

ment mode [13].
⚬ Combined fractions should be checked by a high-resolution technique based on

a separation principle distinct from that used in the purification, such as
CIEF [14]. Because HPLC has been used for the purification of the synthetic
polypeptide, it is NOT sufficient to use analytical HPLC or LCMS run under
similar conditions to verify its homogeneity.

⚬ Direct infusion ESI-MS is also a good technique for checking the full-length syn-
thetic polypeptide chain for impurities that have different masses.

● Folding the synthetic polypeptide chain to form the functional protein molecule
⚬ For disulfide-containing proteins, standard thiol redox couple conditions

are used along with moderate amounts of solubility-enhancing agents
(“denaturants”) to keep misfolded polypeptide chains in solution so that they
too are eventually able to fold correctly [20].

⚬ For proteins that do not contain disulfide bonds, it is frequently sufficient to
simply dilute the polypeptide chain into native buffer or to slowly dialyze from
6 M Gu.HCl into native buffer conditions.

● Analytical control of protein folding
⚬ In the case of disulfide-containing proteins, the folded protein molecule will

usually elute earlier than the unfolded polypeptide chain on analytical reverse
phase HPLC, because hydrophobic side chains are less exposed in the folded,
disulfide cross-linked protein molecule [21].
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⚬ For proteins that do not contain disulfide bonds, other techniques such as
CD-ORD1 or multidimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) must be
used to monitor the progress of folding.

● Purification of the folded synthetic protein to give a single defined molec-
ular species.
⚬ By one or more of the techniques of reverse-phase HPLC, ion exchange chro-

matography, size exclusion chromatography.
● Homogeneity of the purified synthetic protein must be verified by a

high-resolution technique based on a separation principle distinct from
that used for purification.
⚬ CIEF [14] is the preferred technique for rigorously establishing the homogene-

ity of the purified synthetic protein molecule.
● Precise measurement of the mass of the synthetic protein molecule by

direct infusion ESI-MS (direct infusion ESI-MS).
⚬ Direct infusion ESI-MS provides data representing all the molecular species

present in the final synthetic product. It thus provides both a precise experi-
mental measurement of the mass of the synthetic protein and at the same time
can reveal the presence of any other products that have a mass distinct from
that of the target protein molecule. All measured mass data must include an
experimental uncertainty (Figure 1.1).

⚬ HPLC with on-line ESMS can be used. However, impurity protein species
present in the synthetic product may not be eluted from the reverse phase
support. Mass spectrometric data from LCMS must be acquired over the
entire UV-absorbing peak corresponding to the purified synthetic protein
product.

⚬ **It is NOT acceptable to report a mass determined at a single time point of
the HPLC chromatogram, while ignoring molecular species with different
masses that are present at other time points under the same UV absorbing
peak.**

⚬ Wherever possible, the monoisotopic mass of a synthetic protein should be
reported (together with experimental uncertainty), along with the calculated
monoisiopic mass. An example is shown below (Figure 1.2).

● Verification of the cysteine pairing for disulfide containing proteins.
⚬ Proteolytic digestion followed by LCMS peptide mapping [24].
⚬ Cysteine pairing can also be verified by high resolution X-ray crystallography

(see below).
● Conformational homogeneity of the synthetic protein molecule.

⚬ Multidimensional NMR “fingerprinting” can be used to establish that the
synthetic protein has a single folded structure [11, 25]. Notes: (i) there are
examples of natural protein molecules that form more than one defined folded

1 While a low-resolution technique such as CD-ORD is useful for monitoring the progress of
folding, it must be supplemented with high-resolution characterization of the folded structure of
the synthetic protein by techniques such as NMR and X-ray crystallography.
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Figure 1.1 Direct infusion ESI-MS data for [Lys24,38,83]erythropoietin aglycone prepared by
total chemical synthesis. Impurities of mass less than the target protein molecule are
essentially absent, as shown by the lack of peaks on the low m/z side of each charge state.
The peaks on the high m/z side of each charge state are Na and Ca ion adducts. Source:
Adapted from Liu et al. [22].
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Figure 1.2 Analytical HPLC and MS characterization of a synthetic protein. With modern
mass spectrometric instrumentation, the monoisotopic mass can be experimentally
determined and compared with the theoretical mass. Source: Adapted from Durek et al. [23].
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Figure 1.3 X-ray diffraction structure of crystalline human lysozyme prepared by total
chemical synthesis. (a) Cartoon representation of the secondary structure of the folded
human lysozyme synthetic protein molecule; (b) 2Fo−Fc electron density map , showing the
quality of the data acquired at a resolution of 1.04 Å. Source: Durek et al. [11]. © 2007
National Academy of Sciences.

structure [26]; (ii) intrinsically disordered proteins only fold, if at all, in the
presence of their target molecules [27].

● Determination of the atomic structure of the folded protein molecule.
⚬ X-ray crystallography, including racemic protein crystallography, [28] can be

used to determine the structure of the folded, homogeneous synthetic protein
molecule [29, 30].

⚬ X-ray structural data will also confirm the connectivity of any disulfides that are
present, and at sufficiently high resolution can reveal the presence of aberrant
chemical modifications of the synthetic protein (Figure 1.3).

⚬ Note that because fractional crystallization from protein mixtures is com-
mon, determination of the crystal structure of a synthetic protein by X-ray
diffraction does not in itself establish that all of the synthetic protein molecules
have that structure and are undamaged. Homogeneity of the synthetic
protein molecule must be established before determination of the crystal
structure.

⚬ For small proteins, the folded structure can be determined using natural abun-
dance protein NMR techniques [31].

● Biological/biochemical assays.
⚬ Quantitative assays, especially measurements of the catalytic activity of a syn-

thetic enzyme molecule, can be very informative but are inadequate as proof of
homogeneity or correct structure of the synthetic protein.

The total synthesis of the chemokine CCL2 (MCP-1) by Grygiel et al. [32] is a
near-perfect example of a properly documented total chemical synthesis of a protein
molecule, illustrating essentially all of the synthetic steps described above together
with meticulous and complete characterization of the synthetic protein as a single
molecular species of defined structure (Figure 1.4).

Selected further examples of well-characterized synthetic proteins can be found
in Refs [24, 33–42].
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Figure 1.4 Analytical characterization of the protein CCL2 (MCP-1) prepared by total
chemical synthesis. [32] Purity of the synthetic protein was verified by reverse phase HPLC
and by capillary electrophoresis, two high resolution analytical methods based on different
separation principles (hydrophobicity; charge). The monoisotopic mass was measured by
LC-ESI Qq/TOF mass spectrometry. In addition to the data shown here, the disulfide bonds
are verified by enzymatic digestion and LC-(MS-MS) of the resulting peptide fragments, and
the crystal structure of the synthetic protein is determined at a resolution of 1.9 Å. Source:
From Grygiel et al. [32].

1.3 Comments on Characterization of Synthetic Protein
Molecules

“In the field of protein synthesis it is my confident hope that tomorrow’s deeds
will catch up with today’s titles, and that we shall truly be able to obtain enzym-
atically active proteins as synthetic substances: as materials composed of a single
molecular species.”

Josef Rudinger (3rd American Peptide Symposium 1972)

1.3.1 Homogeneity

The single most important aspect of the characterization of a synthetic protein is
rigorous verification of its homogeneity, i.e. that the synthetic product is a single
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molecular species. In verifying the homogeneity of a synthetic protein it is essential
to use analytical techniques based on separation principles that are distinct from
the purification method(s) used in the synthesis of the protein molecule. Prepara-
tive HPLC is almost invariably used as the final purification step and closely related
by-products from the synthesis may be co-purified with the desired protein product.
For that reason, analytical HPLC is not a sufficient proof of molecular homogeneity
of a synthetic protein product. Direct infusion ESI-MS is a good technique for check-
ing for the presence of protein impurities that have masses that differ from the mass
of the target protein molecule. However, impurities that have the same mass as the
target protein will not be detected.

Characterization of a synthetic protein must also rule out the presence of inad-
vertent modifications of the covalent structure that may have been introduced in
the course of chemical synthesis. For example, chemical manipulations of peptide
chains can lead to the formation of isopeptide bonds (i.e. beta-amide links) at aspar-
tic acid residues, formation of succinimides at Asn residues, deamidations of Asn
and/or Gln side chains, N-to-O acyl shifts at Gly-Ser sequences, and any of a variety
of other possible by-products. These abnormal modifications of the covalent struc-
ture are often not resolved by analytical HPLC and frequently result in small (1 Da)
or zero differences in the observed mass of the synthetic protein molecule, and thus
can be difficult or impossible to detect by mass spectrometry alone.

A state-of-the-art technique for detection of byproducts and for the rigorous
verification of the molecular homogeneity of a synthetic protein is CIEF. CIEF
is a charge-based, ultrahigh-resolution analytical method that can reveal the
presence of impurities that do not directly involve a unit charge change, even subtle
differences as benign as the replacement of an uncharged amino acid residue in
the protein’s polypeptide chain by another uncharged residue. For that reason,
CIEF is to be preferred for documenting the absence of unexpected by-products
and for the verification of the molecular homogeneity of synthetic peptides
and proteins. Recent descriptions of state-of-the-art CIEF can be found here
[43, 44].

The time has come for capillary isoelectric focusing data to be mandatory veri-
fication of homogeneity in the final characterization of a synthetic protein.

1.3.2 Amino Acid Sequence

The amino acid sequence of a protein determines every aspect of its molecular
structure. Ironically, the aspect of the structure of a chemically synthesized protein
molecule that is most often NOT experimentally verified is the amino acid sequence
of a protein‘s polypeptide chain. Because the target amino acid sequence of the
synthetic protein’s polypeptide chain is known, it is straightforward to verify the
amino acid sequence of a synthetic polypeptide chain by enzymatic digestion and
HPLC-(MS-MS) analysis of the peptide fragments [33].
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The all-to-frequent failure to verify the amino acid sequence of a synthetic pro-
tein product should be rectified.

1.3.3 Chemical Analogues

An important objective of total protein synthesis is to make uniquely chemical
analogues of the natural protein molecule, including non-coded amino acids
[45], stable analogues of post-translational modifications [46], fixed elements of
secondary structure [47], chemical engineering of the polypeptide chain backbone
[48], site-specific labeling with isotopes [49] or fluorophores [50], glycoproteins
[51, 52] and glycoprotein mimetics [53], novel topologies such as circular [54]
or concatenated polypeptide chains [55], protein diastereomers [56–58], and
mirror-image protein molecules [59]. Thus, in addition to characterizing features of
protein molecular structure found in natural proteins, characterization of synthetic
proteins must include verification of the novel features introduced by chemical
synthesis.

1.3.4 Limitations of SPPS

Stepwise synthesis of polypeptide chains has its limitations. Because of the statistical
accumulation of resin-bound by-products, even the most highly optimized stepwise
SPPS methods should never be used for the preparation of peptide segments longer
than ∼50 amino acid residues. Depending on amino acid composition and the
sequence of the target peptide, the practical limit for preparing homogeneous
synthetic peptides free of closely related contaminant peptide co-products (e.g. dele-
tions, terminations, deamidations, isopeptide bonds, N-to-O acyl shifts, covalent
modifications) can be as short as 40 or even fewer amino acid residues [60]. Effective
purification and careful characterization of each synthetic peptide segment used in
total protein synthesis is essential.

1.3.5 Folding as a Purification Step

The reality is that no matter how meticulously they have been purified, 30–50 amino
acid residue peptide segments prepared by stepwise SPPS will almost always contain
some level of closely related peptide impurities. Even small amounts of impurities
present in the peptide segments used in protein synthesis will carry over in each
bond-forming step and frequently will be found in the full-length synthetic polypep-
tide chain after purification. Fortunately, particularly for disulfide-constrained glob-
ular proteins, the folding step can be an effective further purification in which closely
related polypeptide chains that do not fold correctly are subsequently removed dur-
ing purification of the folded synthetic protein. Examples of LCMS data before and
direct infusion ESI-MS data after folding are shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5 The folding step can significantly reduce the amounts of residual impurities
present in synthetic polypeptide chains. Two examples are shown here. (a) VEGF A: (upper
left) MS data from LCMS of purified linear VEGF A polypeptide chain – ESI-MS data were
acquired across the entire UV absorbing peak in the LC chromatogram; (lower right) Direct
infusion ESI-MS of purified folded covalent homodimer VEGF A synthetic protein molecule.
Note the reduced amounts of impurities on the low m/z side of each charge state in the
folded protein data. Source: Adapted from Mandal and Kent [21]. (b) [Lys24,38,83]EPO: [upper
left] MS data from LCMS of purified linear [Lys24,38,83]EPO polypeptide chain – ESI-MS data
were acquired across the entire UV absorbing peak shown in the LC chromatogram to the
left; (lower right) Direct infusion ESI-MS of purified folded [Lys24,38,83]EPO synthetic protein
molecule. Note the essential absence of impurities on the low m/z side of each charge state
in the folded protein data. Small peaks to the right of each charge state are sodium and
calcium ion adducts. MS data representations have been digitally scaled to give the same
vertical total ion count and horizontal m/z scales. Adapted from [22].
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1.4 Summary

Total synthesis of protein molecules has been made straightforward by modern lig-
ation chemistries, and is used in research laboratories throughout the world [61].
Optimally, chemical protein synthesis involves the integrated use of high-resolution
analytical methods at multiple points in the synthetic process, combined with metic-
ulous characterization of the final protein product. With the ready availability of
powerful analytical techniques, it is no longer acceptable to only report a mass found
at an ill-defined point in an LCMS chromatogram as “proof” of the purity and correct
molecular structure of a synthetic protein.

The most important aspects of characterization of synthetic proteins as single
molecular species of define structure are

● high-resolution charge-based analysis to verify molecular homogeneity
● measurement of the precise mass of the synthetic protein
● verification of the amino acid sequence of the protein’s polypeptide chain
● determination of the structure of the synthetic protein by X-ray crystallography.
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